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Abstract: It is shown that the H-orbital basis employed in the conventional analysis of M-carbon-atom electrocyclic isomeriza-
tion is not sufficient for a complete symmetry analysis of the problem. In particular, the allyl-cyclopropyl isomerization re
quires the use of a five-orbital rather than the conventional three-orbital basis. Selection rules for the variously charged species 
are obtained using a five-orbital basis in OCAMS (orbital correspondence analysis in maximum symmetry) and Hueckel-
Hubbard calculations. It is shown that the additional pair of a orbitals behaves as a closed shell throughout the reaction and 
thus a sound theoretical foundation is provided for the conventional treatment of a orbitals in electrocyclic reactions. The pre
dictions of OCAMS and Hueckel-Hubbard are mutually supportive and consistent with MIND0/3 and ab initio calcula
tions. 

I. Introduction 
The conventional orbital symmetry analyses of n-carbon-

atom electrocyclic isomerizations2a'b typically consider a set 
of n molecular orbitals whose form is deduced from Hueckel 
theory. For instance, the analysis of the allyl-cyclopropyl 
isomerization, which we consider in detail in this paper, in
volves three orbitals: butadiene-cyclobutene, four-orbitals, etc. 
The symmetry elements considered are only those which are 
"conserved" along a reaction path. This analysis is incomplete 
in several respects: (1) it does not contain an explicit repre
sentation of the cr orbitals involved in the isomerization; (2) it 
does not completely analyze the symmetry changes in the 
isomerization; (3) it does not include an explicit treatment of 
electron repulsion and configuration interaction which are 
particularly important in the prediction of photochemistry and 
may be simply included by using the Hueckel-Hubbard 
Hamiltonian.2c 

In this paper we make the analysis more complete by (1) 
extending the orbital basis set from n to n + 2, the allyl-cy
clopropyl isomerization thus becoming a five-orbital problem 
(section II); (2) extending the symmetry analysis by OCAMS3 

(orbital correspondence analysis in maximum symmetry) 
(section III); (3) performing Hueckel-Hubbard calculations 
using the five-orbital basis (section IV). The results are dis
cussed in section V and conclusions are made in section VI. 

II. The Complete Basis Set 

That the conventional «-orbital basis employed for elec
trocyclic reactions is incomplete may be seen by considering 
symmetries of the various basis elements under Ci0, the point 
group common to both reactants and products. The basis for 
the open-chain side of the reaction consists of the n Hueckel 

molecular orbitals of an n-carbon-atom linear polyene. If we 
label these orbitals 1,2,. . . , n in order of increasing Hueckel 
orbital energy we find that the orbitals labeled by odd integers 
have symmetry &2 while those labeled by even integers have 
symmetry b2. On the other hand, the basis for the cyclic system 
consists of a pair of a orbitals (one bonding, one antibonding) 
which represent the newly formed C-C a bond plus n — 2 
Hueckel MOs of a linear polyene of length n — 2. Again the 
linear polyene MOs alternate in symmetry (a2 or b2) according 
to their Hueckel energies. However, the a bonding orbital has 
symmetry ai and the antibonding orbital has symmetry bj. 
Thus these a orbitals cannot correlate directly with orbitals 
of the open-chain partner and if a complete (maximum) 
symmetry analysis is to be carried out the basis set must be 
extended. 

We extend the basis set by noting that, in order for the re
action to proceed, <r C-H bonding must play a role. We con
sider as an example the allyl-cyclopropyl isomerization (n = 
3). Generalization to arbitrary n is straightforward. 

We define a five-orbital basis set 

IIA*), |BX), |Aj,>, |B,>, |C^>} (2.1) 

Here \Cy) is a pure -K orbital centered at the methine carbon 
in both allyl and cyclopropyl. In allyl, | A^) and | By) are part 
of the ir system and \AX) and \BX) participate in C-H a 
bonding while in cyclopropyl \Ay) and | B^ > participate in 
C-H bonding and \AX) and |BX) form the AB a bond. The 
phases chosen for the basis functions and the coordinate system 
are shown in Figure 1. 

From these atomic orbitals we construct molecular orbitals 
which are exhibited in Figure 2 along with their symmetries 
with respect to CiK. An ad hoc energy assignment is employed 
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(a) 

(b) 
Figure 1. Basis set (a) and coordinate system (b). 
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Figure 2. Molecular orbitals of allyl and cyclopropyl and the direct sym
metry correlations between them. 

so that the top three orbitals are the three employed in the 
conventional analysis.2 Also shown are the symmetry orbital 
correlations under Cj0. We see that all five orbitals are re
quired to obtain full correlation. Furthermore, since the two 
lower orbitals correlate with highly excited orbitals all reactions 
in which C^ symmetry is preserved are forbidden at the orbital 
level and thus any reaction can proceed only by breaking the 
C2v symmetry. 

HI. OCAMS4 

The procedures of Woodward and Hoffmann23 and of 
Longuet-Higgins and Abrahamson2b (henceforth referred to 
together as WHLHA) analyze a prespecified reaction path in 
the symmetry point group appropriate to it, and characterize 
it as either "allowed" or "forbidden" on the basis of orbital or 
configuration correlation. In OCAMS the analysis, which is 
carried out in the higher symmetry point group common to 
reactant and product, specifies the symmetry properties of 
"allowed" pathways, if any.4a In effect, the method selects as 
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Figure 3. Induced correspondences for the 02 (disrotatory) and a2 (con-
rotatory) paths. 

an "allowed" pathway one that, by reducing the symmetry 
from that of the group to that of one of its subgroups, allows 
the incursion of terms in the Hamiltonian which facilitate 
circumvention of the totally symmetric barrier between reac
tant and product.4 The requirements of such a pathway are 
that the occupied orbitals be either in pairwise direct corre
spondence (i.e., that they correlate in the original group) or 
in induced correspondence (i.e., that they are reduced to a 
common symmetry species in the subgroup retained after 
symmetry has been broken by displacement along the path
way). 

The direct correspondences are shown in Figure 2 while the 
induced correspondences are shown in Figure 3 for both the 
b2 (disrotatory) and %.j (conrotatory) paths. We note that not 
all orbitals can be brought into induced correspondence. Also, 
we see that in each case there occur correspondences between 
the two lowest orbitals. This provides a partial justification for 
the three-orbital treatment since, given the energy ordering 
of Figure 2, these orbitals are fully occupied in the isomer-
ization reactions considered. For the upper three orbitals we 
see that the conventional three-orbital correlation diagram is 
duplicated by all possible induced correspondences plus re
maining direct correspondences. 

To predict the reaction selection rules the OCAMS proce
dure is applied as follows: 

(1) Construct the appropriate ground and excited state 
configurations for allyl and cyclopropyl (for the cation, anion, 
and radical). 

(2) Correspond separately the singly and doubly occupied 
orbitals in the reactant and product configurations of a given 
species beginning with the direct correspondences. (However, 
see section V below and ref 4c,e,f). 

If one (or more) pair of orbitals is not in direct correspon
dence but is in induced correspondence for a given reaction 
path, the reaction is said to be allowed (A) for that path whose 
symmetry induces the correspondence. Otherwise it is said to 
be forbidden (F), the degree of forbiddenness being estimated 
by the number of noncorrespondences. 

(4) If for the lowest excited state several nearly isoenergetic 
configurations are possible two cases may arise: (a) two or 
more configurations of the same overall state symmetry (here 
the reaction is classified forbidden only if it is forbidden by the 
OCAMS rules in both configurations); (b) several configu
rations of different overall symmetry (here selection rules are 
inferred separately for each configuration. Ultimately one must 
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decide, on the basis of experiment or a proper many-body 
calculation, which, if any, of the several configurations might 
be involved in the photochemistry). 

The OCAMS procedure has some features in common with 
the approach of Bader,5 Pearson,6 and Salem and Wright.7 It 
differs from them in according equivalent status to reactants 
and products, thus allowing the reaction in either direction to 
be discussed with equal ease. 

We now apply the OCAMS rules to the allyl-cyclopropyl 
isomerization using the correspondences in Figures 2 and 3. 
Since the lowest two orbitals are in correspondence in either 
possible concerted pathway, they may be ignored in the anal
ysis. 

A. Cation 

1. Thermal: [Mb2)]2 •* [ff(a,)]2 

1Mb2) ** <7(ai) =* dis(A), con(F) 

2. Photochemical: 1Mb2)Wa2) *=* <r(ai)7r(b2) 

1Mb2) ** 7r(b2) direct 

"Ma2) ** ff(ai) => dis(F), con(A) 

B. Anion 

1. Thermal: [ M b 2 ) H M a 2 ) ] 2 ~ Ka,)p[7r(b2)]2 

^i(b2) *- ir(b2) direct 

Ma 2 ) ** ff(ai) ==> dis(F), con(A) 

2. Photochemical: 

[Mb2)PvMa2)Mb2) ~ [ff(a,)]Mb2)ff*(bi) 

Mb 2 ) -<-*7r(b2) direct 

Mb 2 ) ** ff(ai) dis(A), con(F) 
1Ma2) ** tr*(b|) dis(A), con(F) I 

• dis(A), con(FF) 

C. Radical 
1. Thermal: [Mb2)]2Ma2) «=> k(a,)]2x(b2) 

Mb 2 ) ~ ff(ai)dis(A),con(F) 
Ma 2 ) ** ir(b2) dis(F), con(F) 

> dis(F),con(FF) 

2. Photochemical 
a. Allyl (excited state) cyclopropyl (ground state) 
MlMb2)J

2Mb2) ~ WaOJMb2) 
(state symmetry = B2 -»• B2) 

^i (b2) *+ o-(ai) dis(A), con(F) 

Mb 2 ) ** 7r(b2) direct 

H. Mb 2 ) [Ma 2 ) ] 2 ~ Ma 1 ) IMb 2 ) 

(state symmetry = B2 -* B2) 

Mb 2 ) ** ir(b2) direct 

Ma 2 ) - * o-(ai) dis(F), con(A) 

Both excited state configurations of allyl (i and ii) have the 
same overall symmetry and thus can be expected to mix so that 
both paths can be followed. Thus, dis(A), con(A). 

b. Cyclopropyl (excited state) allyl (ground state) 
i. Ka,)]2,r*(b,) ~ [Mb2)I2Ma2) 

(state symmetry = B| -— A2) 

<r(ai)~Mb2)dis(A),con(F) 

<7*(bi) — Ma 2 ) dis(A), con(F) 

ii. (T(Bi)Mb2)]
2 ~ [Mb2)I2Ma2) 

(state symmetry , A i - * A2) 

<r(ai) ** Ma 2 ) dis(F), con(A) 

x(b2) **^i(b2) direct 

To make a firm prediction here we need the ordering of the first 
few excited states (section V). 

Finally, we note that we have not considered distortions of 
symmetry bj, since any such rotation of the methylene groups 
destroys symmetry with respect to reflection in the molecular 
plane. Note, however, that a superposition of conrotatory (a2) 
and disrotatory (b2) rotations contains a bi component.415 We 
shall discuss composite displacements such as this only briefly 
in section V. 

IV. The Hueckel-Hubbard Theory20-8 

The Hueckel-Hubbard theory20'8 is a proper many-electron 
theory which employs an atomic-orbital product basis and a 
Hamiltonian of the form 

H = Hh + H/ (4.1) 

Here 

Hh= Z h/ (4.2) 

where h, is a Hueckel Hamiltonian for the /th electron and 

H / ^ / d (4.3) 

where d is an operator which counts the number of doubly 
occupied atomic orbitals in each configuration and / is the 
Hubbard repulsion parameter.9 

The Hueckel-Hubbard Hamiltonian can be used to generate 
reaction surfaces by employing the Hueckel parameters as 
reaction coordinates. In this section we treat the allyl-cyclo
propyl isomerization in two stages: (a) a one-electron 
Hueckel-like treatment; (b) a proper many-electron treatment 
using an n-electron product basis constructed from the five-
orbital basis set (2.1). 

A. The One-Electron Hamiltonian. We first construct the 
one-electron Hueckel Hamiltonian of the form 

h=Zhrs[rs] 

where 

[r:s] 
1 +«,. 

|r)<5| + |-><r|) 

(4.4) 

(4.5) 

and the hrs are the Hueckel parameters. 
Now the five-orbital basis may be symmetry adapted to C21-

to obtain 

M=^=(IA x )HBJ) 

|b,> = ^ = ( | A J + | B J ) 

| a 2 ) = ^ = ( | A J - | B J ) (4.6) 

| l b 2 ) = ^ = ( | A J + | B J ) 

|2b2) = | C J 

The one-electron operators (4.5) may also be symmetry 
adapted. They are shown in Table I, sorted according to their 
irreducible representations. 
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Table I. The Symmetry-Adapted One-Particle Operators 

[AX:AX] + [Bx)Bx] 
[Ay:Ay] + [By-.By] 

[Ax: Bx] 
[Ay-.Cy] + [By'.Cy] 

[Cy:Cy] 
[A,: B,] 

A2 
[Ax)Ay] + [Bx:By] 
[Ax:By] + [Bx:Ay] 
[AX:C,,] + [Bx:Cr] 

Bi 
[AxAx] - [BX:BX] 
[AyAy] - [BylBy] 

[Ay:Cy] - [B„:Cy] 

B2 
[AxAy] - [Bx:By] 
[Ax:By] - [BxAy] 
[AX:CV] - [BX:C,] 

Here T* is the relative energy of the AB a bond and T is that 
of the allylic x bonds. The parameter values chosen in order 
to obtain approximate agreement with spectral and thermo-
chemical data are T = 3.0 eV and T* = 1.25T.2 In addition, 
T is a strength parameter, simulating the CH bonding orbital 
energies. It is deliberately chosen to be large enough, i.e., 4T, 
so as to induce separation of the CH orbitals from the re
maining orbitals. Also the arbitrary parameter e = 0.2T is 
introduced in order to split the nearly degenerate CH bonding 
orbitals for convenience in making the orbital correlations, but 
it does not affect the many-electron predictions. While this 
Hamiltonian was developed in a somewhat heuristic manner, 
its angular dependence is rigorously prescribed by the actual 
structure of the complete Born-Oppenheimer Hamiltonian, 
as developed in the Appendix. 

Now for a conrotation 0A = 0B and for a disrotation 0A = 
—0B- Hence 

The allyl and cyclopropyl Hamiltonians, being totally 
symmetric with respect to C^, can only contain the six terms 
of Ai type. Out of these terms ([AX:AX] + [BX:BX]) and 
([A^iAy,] + Ib^rBy,]) simulate the bonds of atoms A and B to h* =-T(TA C 1 + IB -C Dcos2* 
the hydrogens of allyl and cyclopropyl, respectively, [Ax: Bx]

 y' y y' y 

relates to the a bond between the carbons A and B in cyclo
propyl, and ([Ay,:Cy] + [By :Cy]) describes the x interactions. 
We can dispose of [CyiCy] by fixing the zero of energy at that 
of the single-center p orbital. The x interaction between the 
terminal atoms, [Ar:By], is of secondary significance, and, for 
consistency with most Hueckel treatments, is neglected. 

A conrotation can be represented by the three A2 terms and 
a disrotation by the three B2 ones. The one-center terms [Ax. 
Ay] ± [Bx:By] are likely to be the most significant ones; they 
are most directly associated with the rotation of the methylene 
groups which gives rise to the breakdown of the symmetry of 
the nuclear framework. 

The remaining Bi terms, ([A^Cy-] — [By,:Cy]), for example, 
would reflect the effect of an asymmetric in-plane distortion. 
In the immediate context, such a displacement is not consid
ered, so terms of this symmetry species do not appear. Thus, 
the terms important in allyl are [Ax:Ax] + [BX:BX]; [A^:Cy] 
+ [By:Cy]; those important in cyclopropyl are [\y-Ay] + w h e r e (4-2) becomes 
[By,:By,]; [AX:BX]. The distortions are given by [Ax:Ay] ± 
[Bx:By], in which the positive and negative combinations refer 
to conrotation and disrotation, respectively. 

The one-electron Hamiltonian for the reacting system may 
be written as a function of the methylene rotation angles 0A 
and 0B- That is, 

M0A,0B) = ha(0A,0B) + hc(0A,0B) + hd(0A,0B) (4.7) 

where ha is the allyl Hamiltonian, hc is the cyclopropyl Ham
iltonian, and hd is the symmetry-breaking term. Clearly, the 
following boundary conditions must be met: 

+ 7*[A x :B x ]s in 2 0-r ([AX:AX] 

+ [Bx:Bx])cos2 0 + ([Ay:Ay] + [By:By])sin2 0 

+ ([Ax:Ay] ± [Bx:By]) ^ 

+ e([Ax:Bx]cos2 0 - [Ay:By]sin2 0) (4.12) 

where 0 = 0A = 0B and plus and minus refer to a conrotation 
and disrotation, respectively. The orbital energies corre
sponding to (4.12) are plotted as a function of the reaction 
coordinate 0 in Figure 4. 

B. The Hueckel-Hubbard Procedure. The full Hueckel-
Hubbard Hamiltonian (4.1) is now given by 

H± = Hf + H/ 

Hf = Z bf 

(4.13) 

(4.14) 

' • ( § •? ) -
hc(0,0) = 0 

0 

(4.8) 

hd(0,0) = h d ( | , | ) = 0 

Also, the reacting system is, at any stage, invariant under a 
180° local rotation of each of the methylene groups. Hence, 
the angular dependence must have a period of x. 

The restrictions discussed above are met if we write 

ha = -7l.[Ay:Cy]cos2 0A + [By:Cy]cos2 0B( 
- T([AX:AX]COS2 0A + [Bx:Bx]cos2 0B} 

+ («/2){[Ax:Bx](cos2 0A + cos2 0B)j (4.9) 

hc = -r*j[Ax:Bx](sin2 0A + sin2 0B)/2) 
- r{[Ay:Ay]sin2 0A + [By:By]sin2 0B! 

- («/2)![Ay:By](sin2 0A + sin2 0B)} (4.10) 

hd = -(r/2)[[Ax:Ay]sin (20A) + [Bx:By]sin (20B)} (4.11) 

with hf given by (4.12). The remaining unspecified parameter, 
/, is chosen to be equal to 2T = 6.0 eV. This value reproduces 
the unpaired electron density of allyl radical.10 

The matrix representations of (4.13) on the full configura
tion spaces are especially easy to compute by methods discussed 
elsewhere.11-12 The dimensions of these spaces are 50 and 45 
for the singlet and triplet cation (n = 6), respectively, 40 and 
10 for the doublet and quartet radical (« = 7), and 15 and 10 
for the singlet and triplet anion (n = 8). The eigenvalues of 
(4.13) may then be obtained for various values of the reaction 
coordinate, 0. The resulting plots are given in Figures 5-7. 
Finally, we note that nonconcerted paths may be considered 
if we allow independent variation of 0A and 0B. 

V. Discussion 
The results of the Hueckel-Hubbard calculations for n = 

1 (which reduce to Hueckel-like orbital correlations), n = 6 
(cation), n = 1 (radical), and « = 8 (anion) are plotted in 
Figures 4-7. We note that for n = 1, the results are consistent 
with the OCAMS correspondence diagram (Figure 3). This 
establishes that the correspondence diagram has a sound 
quantum mechanical basis and also that the Hueckel-Hubbard 
Hamiltonian (4.13) incorporates all the information contained 
in the OCAMS procedure. It is particularly pleasing that, since 
the two (T-CH orbitals are in correspondence for both the dis-
rotatory and conrotatory paths, they remain filled orbitals 
throughout the reactions and so provide a formal justification 
for the three-orbital analysis. The remaining three orbitals then 
mimic the conventional three-orbital correlation diagram.1,2 
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Figure 4. Computed orbital energies as functions of the rotation angle 
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Figure 5. Computed Hueckel-Hubbard state energies as function s of 4> 
for the cationic (« = 6) system. 

The activation energies from the cation, anion, and radical 
surfaces are listed in Table II together with the OCAMS 
predictions. We see that, even with full configuration inter
action, there is strong qualitative agreement. In particular, we 
note that the thermal reactions are in agreement for all species, 
including the difference in the two paths predicted for the 
radical. 

For the photochemical reactions, the two theories are in 
agreement with two exceptions: (1) OCAMS predicts that 
disrotatory isomerization of the cation should be less forbidden 
than the conrotatory isomerization of the cation should be less 
forbidden than the conrotatory isomerization of the anion. This 
disagreement may rest in the fact that small barriers which 
result from multiple noncorrespondences may not be observed 
in a many-body calculation where the energy separations be
tween correlating states is large. (2) The Hueckel-Hubbard 
calculations, with the present set of parameters, indicate that 

'A8 
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R 0 5 - 7 
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2 

Figure 6. Computed Hueckel-Hubbard state energies as functions of < 
for the radical (n = 7) system. 

RO 5-8 

CON (a2) 

Figure 7. Computed Hueckel-Hubbard state energies as functions of < 
for the anionic (« = 8) system. 

the first excited state of cyclopropyl radical is neither of the 
two configurations considered. Instead, it is a third configu
ration, cr(ai)ir(b2)(T*(bi) with overall state symmetry, A2, 
which consequently correlates with the A2 ground state of allyl. 
This correlation is also expected on the basis of valence bond 
arguments.13 This is in fact a general problem with purely MO 
considerations. This point will be discussed in detail elsewhere. 
Although the order of these states could only be resolved by 
experiment or by a more complete calculation which maintains 
adequate configuration interaction, it is nonetheless of interest 
to note that the above correlation can be effected by the 
OCAMS procedure, but only if rule 2 of section III is relaxed 
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Table II. Hueckel-Hubbard Barrier Heights (Ring Opening, eV) Table III. Hueckel-Hubbard Barrier Heights (eV) 
and OCAMS Selection Rules 

Ther 
Cation 
Anion 
Radical" 

Dis 
•mal 

0.36(A) 
3.12(F) 
3.12(F) 

Photochemical 
Cation 
Anion 
Radical (ring opening) 
B,:[ff(a,)]2(r*(b,)-allyl 
A1I^a1)Wb2)]2 - a l l y l 
A2:cr(ai)7r(b2)<r*(b]) — allyl 
Radical (ring closure) 

" Here EA defined as height of 

5.13(F) 
1.80(A) 

0.00(A) 
0.79 (F) 
0.00 (A) 
0.51 (A) 

crossing. 

Con 

2.13(F) 
1.95(A) 
3.69 (FF) 

1.56(A) 
5.13(FF) 

1.34(FF) 
0.00 (A) 
0.00 (A) 
0.84 (A) 

Cation 

Anion 

Radical 

Cation 

Anion 

Radical 

(A-C) 
(C-A) 
(A-C) 
(C-A) 
(A-C) 
(C-A) 

(A-C) 
(C-A) 
(A-C) 
(C-A) 
(A-C) 
(C-A) 

Dis 

Thermal 
2.13 
0.36 
4.89 
3.12 
3.51 
3.12 

HH 
Con 

3.90 
2.13 
3.72 
1.95 
4.08 
3.69 

Photochemical 
5.94 0 
5.13 1.56 
0.63 5.94 
1.80 5.13 
0.51 
0 

0.84 
0 

Dis-con 

-1.77 
-1.77 

1.17 
1.17 

-0.57 
-0.57 

5.94 
3.57 

-5.31 
-3.33 
-0.33 

0 

MINDO/3 
dis-con 

-1.29 

1.79 

-0.35 

and if orbitals are brought into correspondence electron by 
electron.4e 

<7(a,)7r(b2)cr*(bi) *=» ^i ̂ M Cb2)^a2) 

x(b2) ** iAi(b2) direct 

ff(ai) ** iA2(a2) con(A), dis(F) 

<r*(bi) ** <Ai(b2) con(A), dis(F) 

or 

7r(b2) ** 1AiCb2) direct 

<r(ai) «- I1AiCb2) dis(A), con(F) 

<7*(bj) ** ^2(a2) dis(A), con(F) 

The previous Hueckel-Hubbard calculations on this reac
tion using a three-orbital basis obeyed a particle-hole theorem 
which exactly reversed the predictions of the cation and anion 
and required the radical reaction to be totally nonstereospe-
cific.2c The extension of the treatment to five orbitals removes 
the restriction due to the particle-hole theorem as can be seen 
immediately from Figures 5-7. 

In Table III, the Hueckel-Hubbard barrier heights are 
compared to the MINDO/3 calculations of Dewar et al.14 

Again we see strong qualitative agreement. Of special interest 
are the barriers to the thermal isomerization of the radical. The 
OCAMS predicts that the disrotatory path should be less 
forbidden than the conrotatory path. The Hueckel-Hubbard 
calculations then specify that the difference in barrier heights 
be small. The MINDO/3 calculations bear this out. We also 
see that the conrotatory thermal reactions of the anion are less 
allowed than the disrotatory reaction of the cation as predicted 
by MINDO/3. (Hueckel-Hubbard theory probably overes
timates this effect.) 

We have considered only reactions in which the a2 or b2 
symmetry is strictly conserved along the reaction path. How
ever, Figures 5-7 provide information about processes in which 
a small nonsymmetric distortion would allow "funnelling" from 
one surface to another thus reducing the effective barriers to 
reactions. For instance, the barrier to the thermal conrotatory 
transformation of the cation would be greatly reduced by such 
a distortion. Also the singlet excited state of the reactant may 
transform directly to the ground state of the product by a 
similar mechanism, whereas the triplet state would be expected 
to remain on the excited state surface and correlate with the 
triplet excited state of the product. In the radical, similar 
considerations are implicit in regarding the crossing-point to 
be the barrier of the reaction (Figure 6). A full nonconcerted 
reaction surface exhibiting these effects has previously been 
obtained for the three-orbital Hueckel-Hubbard model of the 
radical.20 

VI. Conclusion 
We have shown that for a complete symmetry analysis, the 

minimum basis set for an n-carbon-atom electrocyclic reaction 
must contain n + 2 orbitals. In particular, we have extended 
the conventional three-orbital analysis of the allyl-cyclopropyl 
isomerization by employing OCAMS and Hueckel-Hubbard 
calculations on a five-orbital basis. The analysis shows that the 
low-lying a bonding orbitals correlate with each other, thus 
shoring up the foundation of and supporting the use of the 
three-orbital analysis. 

The OCAMS suggests and the Hueckel-Hubbard calcu
lations confirm that many details of the reaction paths missing 
from the three-orbital analysis are picked up if one employs 
the expanded basis set. It is also seen that the effects of con
figuration interaction in the Hueckel-Hubbard results are 
important in considering possible photochemical pathways. 
The numerical results for the thermal reactions compare 
qualitatively with the MINDO/3 results and also those of 
Pople et al.15 and Farnell and Richards.16 It appears therefore 
that OCAMS and/or Hueckel-Hubbard theory isolate im
portant qualitative features of the problem, thereby providing 
useful substitutes to higher calculations. They also identify 
areas of interest where more extensive calculations should be 
performed. 

Appendix 
The Schroedinger-Born-Oppenheimer Hamiltonian. We use 

the Neumann expansion in real form 

-' 4x 
E e/w(e)e/|m|(0) i _ Y _L<L 

\r-R\ ;=or>'+1 2/+UfT-/ 
X [cos (m$) cos (m<t>) + sin (w$) sin (m<t>)] (Al) 

in which (r,8,4>) and (R,B,i) are the spherical polar coordi
nates of an electron at r and a nucleus at R, respectively. 
Changing the summation order we get 

23 [cos (mi) cos (m4>) 
\f-R\ 

where 

+ sin (mi) sin (m<j>)]Zm(r,6;R,e) (A2) 

16TI r<' Zm(r,8;R,B) = L -
i=\m\ 21 + 1 r> / + 1 

e/|m |(e)9/|m |(0) 

Local coordinate axes (x.y.z) and (x'.y'.z') are introduced on 
carbons A and B, respectively (Figure lb); 1,2 and l',2' are the 
hydrogens which rotate in circles of radius p sin O about car
bons A and B in the planes (x,y) and (x',y') respectively, p 
being the bond length and 29 the HCH angle. 

The attraction of an electron at rA,Q,<j) (with respect to 
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carbon atom A) to the hydrogens 1 and 2 is given by 

1 1 1 " 
— + — = - E Zm(rA,8)\[cos(m$A) cos (m<t>) 
f\ Tl 4 m =-o» 

+ sin (W$A) sin (w0)] + [cos (/M($A + "")) cos w0 

+ sin (W($A + T)) sin (nup)]} 

= 7 E Zm(rA,fl)[cos(w$A)cos(w0) 
Z m = —» 

n + (-1)«) 
+ sin (m<f>A) sin («0)] U \ (A3) 

where Zm(rA,8) = Zm(rA,0;p,6). One straightforwardly ob
tains 

- + - = Jzo(rA,9) 
r, r2 2 

+ L Z2m(rAfi) [cos (2m$A) cos (2w</>) 
W-I 

+ sin (2m$A) sin (2w<£)] (A4) 

The complete one-electron Hamiltonian can now be written 
in the form 

= K0'+ E jZ2m(rA^A)[cos(2m$A)cos(2w0A) 
m - l 

+ sin (2W^A) sin (2w0A)] + Z2m(/1B^B)[cos (2w#B) 

X cos (2 W^B) + sin (2W$B) sin (2W0B)] | (A5) 

where 

W = # o + ^ [Z0(Z-A^A) + Zo(rB,0B)] 

is totally symmetric with respect to the common C21,- group of 
the allyl and cyclopropyl systems. 

From the form of the one-electron Hamiltonian, eq A5, it 
follows that the one-electron matrix elements will depend on 
the reaction coordinates $A and $>B through symmetric sums 
of the form cos (2m$A) + cos (2W<£>B)

 a nd sin (2W*A) + sin 
(2W$B)- The periodicity of 180° in these coordinates is, of 
course, explicit in these terms. 

The representation of the Hamiltonian, eq A5, in the one-
electron basis set Ax, Ay, Bx, By, Cy, consisting of px and py 
type orbitals on the three carbon atoms, is given by 

ftrep=\Ax)(Ax\ft\ AX)(AX\ 
+ [Ax)(Ax] ft\Ay)(Ay\ +... (A6) 

The relevant matrix elements will now be evaluated: 

(Ax]K]Ax) = (AX\!H0 \AX) + E <A||Z2m(A)||A> 
m - l I 

2 r c2* 
X—cos (2WJ>A) I COS2 C/>A COS (2m<t>A) d(t>\ 

ir L Jo 

+ sin (2W«I>A) I COS2 $ A sin (2m4>\) d0A 

+ (A| |Z 2 m (B) | |A) . [ . - . ] 

Here (A| |Z2 m(A)| |A), etc., are reduced matrix elements. 
Neglecting the two-center term (A] |Z2m(B)| | A) and eval
uating the elementary integrals we get 

<AX |#|AX> = ( A | | W | | A > 
+ (AIlZ2(A)I I A) cos (2*A) (A7) 

Similarly 

(Ax]Ji] Ay) = <A||Z2(A)| |A)sin(2$A) (A8) 

because, Ko' being totally symmetric, (Ax]Ji^]Ay) = 0. 
Also, 

<AJ#|Ay> = ( A | | W | | A > - (AIlZ2(A)I IA> cos (2#A) 
(A9) 

Typical two-center terms are 

(Ax]K]Cy) = (AIlZ2(A)I |C> sin (2$A) (AlO) 

Ay]K]Cy)= (Ay]K0']Cy) " (A| |Z2(A)| |C> COS (2*A) 
(All) 

(Ax]K]Bx) = (AX]K0']BX) + (AX||Z2(A)||BX> 
X (cos (2*A) + cos (2$B)) + • • • (A12) 

The dependence on $A and $B is easily shown to agree with 
that established in a heuristic manner in the construction of 
eq 4.9, 4.10, and 4.11. 
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